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Radio Row, Cortlandt Street, New York circa 1922

VACUUM TUBES

THE BIRTH OF
DISTRIBUTION
The early 1920s were a time of curiosity and hope after the
conclusion of World War I. Since its inception in the 1901,
the radio had become a worldwide name and people all over
the United States had become interested in incorporating it
into their lives. Though at its inception the radio was deemed
as a rarity for most people to own, the advancement of
technology allowed for the radio to become a household
item that was inexpensive and easily accessible.

and more necessary and many would flock to “Radio Row”
to buy components that would help advance their devices.
The street was home to an estimated 40-50 stores and was
often extremely crowded and filled with people. It was located
on the Lower West Side of Manhattan. Major component

to a net worth of $50 million. The increase in the production of
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radios also allowed for the increase to over 500 radio stations that

Though “Radio Row” was booming with business throughout

broadcasted worldwide.

the 1920s and 1930s, it had a falling out when

The Consumer Electronics report suggests that in 1922, 100,000
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radios were sold at an average cost of $50 per radio. After only two
years, the radio business had grown tremendously after the annual

E

factory dollar volume had become ten times more valuable, jumping

01

stores responsible for distributing radio parts became more

distribution companies, many of which still exist today, began
on “Radio Row” including Avnet, Arrow Electronics, and
Schweber Electronics. Avnet was started by Charles Avnet
in 1921 after he decided to start selling radio parts in New
York City. He was a Russian immigrant who was interested in
making a name for himself in America and thus started selling
radio components on “Radio Row.”

The advancement of the radio allowed for the growth of the market

World War II started and things like radio

for radio components and the inception of “Radio Row” in New

components and parts became irrelevant due

York. “Radio Row” arose in the 1920s when the progression of the

to the scarcities that the war presented. Radio

need for radio parts and components became apparent for those

components were said to have been bargainless

who owned a radio. “Radio Row” is a nickname for the district that

and almost worthless at the start of the war, since

was known for the specialization of radio equipment and parts.

everyone’s focus shifted from technology to war

“Radio Row” first began with the creation of “City Radio” which was

efforts during this time. Though this industry took

opened in 1921 in the heart of what is the street known as “Radio

a big hit during the era of World War II, the years

Row.” As radio became more and more popular through the years,

of 1941-1944 when the United States became

TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION AND THE DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL
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THE BIRTH OF DISTRIBUTION

RCA, Radio Tube c.1920

Arrow in the 40’s.

Flip Electronics Focus on EOL and
Obsolescence Parts Drives Growth
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WPG Americas Inc.
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a member
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the
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November 2007,
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in
November
2007,
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global provider of Semiconductor, Passive, Electroglobal provider
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Solid-State
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2010 - 2011
2010 - 2011
- Lighting
Solutions segment established.
- Lighting Engineering,
Solutions segment
established.
- Increased
Sales &
Marketing resources
Increased
Engineering,
Sales
& Marketing resources
in all US regions.
in all US
regions. in Canada and Mexico.
- Opened
operations
- Opened operations in Canada and Mexico.
2012 - 2016
2012 - warehouse
2016
- Moved
from NY to new state of the art
Moved
facility in warehouse
Mississippi.from NY to new state of the art
facilitysegment
in Mississippi.
- Storage
established.
Storage
segment
- New offices
in Newestablished.
York, Boston, Chicago and
- New offices in New York, Boston, Chicago and
Pheonix.
Pheonix.
2017 - 2021
2017 - 2021
- Intelligent
Connectivity Solutions segment established.
- Intelligent
Connectivity
Solutions Team
segment established.
- Creation
of Business
Development
Creation
of
Business
Development
Team
- Awarded Fastest Growing Micron Disti.
- Awarded
Micron
- Creation
of Fastest
WPGA'sGrowing
Innovation
TechDisti.
Center.
Creation
of
WPGA's
Innovation
Tech
- Warehouse approved for FTZ status. Center.
- Warehouseinapproved
for FTZ
status. Tools.
- Investment
CRM & Lead
Management
Investment
in
CRM
&
Lead
Management
Tools.
- Free Trade Zone goes live.
- Free Trade
Zone1 goes
live.
- Micron's
Number
Distributor
- Micron's Number 1 Distributor
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WPGA's Solutions Segments Today
WPGA'sComputing
Solutions Segments Today
Embedded

E

WPG Americas Inc. distribution center
WPG Americas Inc. distribution center

WPGA has grown year-on-year by investing in
WPGA has
year-on-year
bythat
investing
resources
andgrown
technology
solutions
exceedinour
resources
and
technology
solutions
that
exceed our
customers expectations.
customers expectations.
2006 - 2009
2006Dynamic
- 2009 Embedded Solutions and Jaco
Aquired
Aquired Dynamic Embedded Solutions and Jaco
Electronics.
Electronics.

Embedded
Leading
edge Computing
connectivity technology, specifically for
Leading
edge
connectivity
technology,
specifically for
connectivity & human
interface
applications.
connectivity & human interface applications.
Lighting and Power
Lightinglighting
and Power
Complete
design solutions including custom
Complete
lighting
design solutions including custom
power and systems integration.
power and systems integration.
Storage
Storage
Leading
edge memory storage technology, specifically
Leading
edge
memory storage technology, specifically
for the Data
Center.
for the Data Center.
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WEB
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Email inquiry@wpgamericas.com
Email
inquiry@wpgamericas.com
Tel
888.WPG.8881
Tel
888.WPG.8881

